The importance of relative humidity as a controlling factor of forest
fire hazard is so well recognized in the Pacific Northwest that the Logging Underwriting & Inspection Association writes a special policy containing a humidity warranty for logging risks, whereby a logging operator is granted substantially reduced rates on the premium of his policy
if he agrees to suspend all logging operations during all periods when
the relative humidity is 30 per cent or lower.—C. F. Talman, in Why the
Weather? (Science Service).
Fires make fire weather.—Much has been heard in recent years about
"fire weather" as affecting the prevalence of forest fires, and the conditions that give rise to it, but the fact is often overlooked that a forest
fire is itself the most active agency in producing such weather in its
vicinity.
Tests made at some distance in front of an advancing forest fire in
the open showed that the added draft and the heat caused by the flames
were responsible for a difference of 10 degrees in temperature and one
of 15 to 20 per cent in relative humidity. A recent study of a going
fire in a cut-over area showed that at the edge of this area in advance
of the fire the relative humidity was 12 per cent^ as compared with 36
per cent in the adjoining forest.—C. F. Talman, in Why the Weather?
(Science Service).
INFLUENCE OF SMOKE ON N E W YORK CITY TEMPERATURES
By E. S. CLOWES, Bridgehampton, N. Y .

I averaged the monthly means for New York for December, January
and February; and for June, July and August separately by decades
from 1870 onwards. That makes six complete decades for the winter
months while to complete the summer figures I had to be content with
9 years in the last period. Then I averaged the winter and the summer
months by decades. Results follow, the readings being from 1870-80
onwards.
WINTER
31.0
32.5
32.4
30.9
32.0
33.4
SUMMER
71.8
71.2
72.3
72.2
71.2
71.3
It will be seen that while the summer averages for each decade have
remained about the same, those for the winter have shown a rising tendency, most pronounced in the past ten years when the use of soft coal
in and around New York has become common where formerly it was
exceptional. Summers run of course closer to normal than winters do
but it is interesting to note that the average change of one summer de^
cade from the preceding one is minus one-tenth of one degree; the corresponding figure for winter is plus five-tenths of one degree. On the
face of the returns the winters are getting warmer while the summers
remain about the same. This can be explained by the smoke influence
theory, at least in part.
For corroboration I sought for differences in the winter means of daily
minima for every day of the week. So I found the means of every day
of the week for 13 winter weeks of both 1928-29 and 1929-30, beginning
about December 1. Lumping them together so as to get 26 weeks and
averaging, the daily means worked out as follows.
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
25.5
27.2
29.9
28.4
30.6
29.5
27.5
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These are minima for each day. Sunday's are 2.5° lower than the
mean for the whole week while the midweek days when marine traffic
in New York harbor is at its height are slightly higher than the weekly
mean. While two years or two winters is too short a period for such
conclusive figures as would be reflected in a smoother curve the figures
I have given in connection with the earlier set of ten years means seem
strongly to indicate an influence of winter smoke on minimum temperatures. It would be interesting to work out a longer series.
Dust particles in city air.—New York City's air during 1929 contained an average of 38,508 dust particles for each cubic foot, according to the annual report of the New York Weather Bureau. This average was greatly exceeded in January when the monthly average was
50,525 particles. The least dusty month was August with an average
of 29,532 particles per cubic foot. The dustiest day was March 16th
with 179,340 particles and the least dusty was August 4th with only
8,540 particles.
These observations are taken each day with a microscope with a magnification of eighty.—B. R. L.
An illustrated radio weather talk was given by Mr. James H. Spencer,

Official in Charge, U. S. Weather Bureau at Buffalo, New York, on February 9, 1930. This was Roto-Radio Talk No. 50, sponsored by the Buffalo Courier-Express, and it was entitled "How's the Weather?" On
the morning of this talk, the newspaper carried a full page in its rotogravure section, with five illustrations of clouds, two of instruments,
one of which was the quadruple register and anemometer, and the other
the cooperative observer's outfit, one picture of filling apparatus for
inflating pilot balloons, a storm warning tower, two diagrammatic pictures of air circulation, which show the Lows and the tracks of Lows,
and a reproduction of the cold wave weather map of January 18th. A
photograph of the speaker is also included. Besides legends for each
of these illustrations, there is the following general statement: "With
this page in front of you, tune in on station WKBW at 6 o'clock tonight
and listen to James Harvey Spencer, head of Buffalo's Weather Bureau.
He will tell the whys and wherefores of our storms, sunshine, sleet, and
summer days, and of the methods used in forecasting weather conditions."—Buffalo Courier-Express, February 9, 1930.
AERONAUTICAL W E A T H E R

NOTES

(Compiled by CHARLES F . BROOKS)
Panama to New York in three and one-half days was Lee Shoenhair's
record in carrying films of the Byrd expedition. Beset by tropical storms
over Honduras, he did not see at times how he could get through, but
conditions behind him were equally bad. The clouds settled down below
the mountain tops and pressed him closer and closer to the jungle.
Finally he found a slight rift in the mist and came through to Tela.
It took him 6 hours for what ordinarily would have been a two hour
flight for his fast machine. From Tela to Belize, still in the wettest
zone of northern Central America, conditions were as bad as they had
been the day before, but he pressed on out over the Yucatan coast,
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